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Abbreviations 
      

AR     Antibiotic resistance 

ARB     Antibiotic resistant bacteria 

ARGs     Antimicrobial resistance genes 

AUC     Area under curve 

BLAST    Basic Local Alignment Search Tool  

CARD     Comprehensive Antibiotic Resistance Database 

CZC     Research Center for Zoonosis Control 

DDBJ     DNA Data Bank of Japan 

DNA     Deoxyribonucleic acid 

LCA     Lowest common ancestor 

MEGA     Molecular Evolutionary Genetics Analysis 

MEGAN    Metagenome Analyzer 

NCBI     National Center for Biotechnology Information 

NCBI-NT database   NCBI-nucleotide database 

NGS     Next Generation Sequencer 

Nested PCR    Nested Polymerase Chain Reaction 

PCA     Principal component analysis 

PCR     Polymerase Chain Reaction  

RDP     Ribosomal Database Project 

ROC     Receiver operating characteristic curve 

rRNA     Ribosomal ribonucleic acid  

VBNC     Viable but non-culturable    

VFDB     Virulence Factor Gene Database 

VFLP     Virulence Factor Gene of Legionella pneumophila  

Database 
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Preface 
 

Bacteria are abundant in a wide range of environmental reservoirs. They play 

significant roles in the maintenance of element cycles in ecological systems (Leigh and 

Dodsworth, 2007;Jones et al., 2009). Most bacteria are harmless in nature, but some are 

causative agents for infectious diseases threatening human and animal health. In aquatic 

environments, pathogenic bacteria can be transmitted to humans and animals through 

direct and indirect contact with contaminated water (Hlavsa et al., 2014). The diseases 

caused by such pathogens are known as waterborne diseases. These days, waterborne 

disease is recognized as a global public health concern. 

 

Waterborne diseases have been reported from many countries. In the USA, 

Legionnaire’s disease is a severe infectious disease of the respiratory tract and a total of 

3,522 people were sick from this disease from 2000 – 2009 (Centers for Disease Control 

Prevention, 2011). Cholera causes severe watery diarrhea and 3 – 5 million people are at 

risk of this disease every year (Mutreja et al., 2011). In Spain, Shigellosis affected more 

than 180 people after drinking contaminated water from their water supply system (Arias 

et al., 2006). Leptospirosis is a common disease that is associated with areas of flooding 

(Thaipadungpanit et al., 2013). The numbers of cases of Campylobacterosis have 

increased in North America, Europe, and Australia in the past decade (Kaakoush et al., 

2015). 

 

Culture-based and Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR)-based methods are routinely 

employed to detect pathogenic bacteria in environmental samples. Bacterial cultures have 

been considered the gold standard method and have been used to detect pathogens in 

laboratories. However, the method requires selective media and time for bacterial growth. 

Moreover, its diagnostic sensitivity is low in that it cannot detect bacteria in viable but 

non-culturable (VBNC) states (Oliver, 2010;Ramamurthy et al., 2014) and uncultured 

bacteria (Vartoukian et al., 2010). On the other hand, PCR-based methods have been used 

to detect pathogenic bacteria with higher sensitivity and specificity than cultured-based 

methods. However, the method requires sequence information of target pathogen in 

advance to design specific primers (Girones et al., 2010), and thus it is difficult to analyze 

overall pathogens in environmental samples. 
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Recently, metagenomic analysis has been established to analyze overall bacterial 

populations in a given sample. In metagenomic analyses, genetic materials of bacteria in 

samples are analyzed directly using a next generation sequencer (NGS) (Thomas et al., 

2012). In contrast to single gene amplification techniques such as PCR-based assays, 

metagenomic analysis can detect genomic fragments of thousands of bacteria in a single 

NGS run (Caporaso et al., 2012). Metagenomic approaches have been used to investigate 

the bacterial population structure in a variety of samples, including environmental 

(Daniel, 2005;Sogin et al., 2006;Breitbart et al., 2009), food (Ercolini, 2013), and clinical 

samples (Cho and Blaser, 2012). The price of NGS platforms and their running costs are 

decreasing (Lecuit and Eloit, 2014;Muir et al., 2016), increasing the opportunity for 

application in metagenomic analysis (Garrido-Cardenas and Manzano-Agugliaro, 2017). 

 

There are two major approaches in pathogen detection using metagenomic 

analysis. The first approach, 16S rRNA metagenomic analysis, uses conserved and 

variable regions in the bacterial 16S rRNA gene to study the taxonomy of bacteria in 

samples (Janda and Abbott, 2007). Several studies applied 16S rRNA metagenomic 

analysis to detect pathogens in aquatic environments, drinking water, and food. Ibekwe et 

al. (2013) detected potential pathogens from the genera Aeromonas, Clostridium, 

Bacillus, Pseudomonas, and Treponema in water samples collected from the Middle 

Santa Ana River. Ye and Zhang (2011) detected pathogens from wastewater treatment 

plants in China, USA, Canada, and Singapore; finding all samples contaminated with 

Aeromonas and Clostridium. Mukherjee et al. (2016) investigated the bacterial diversity 

in water supplies from rural areas in Haiti and found human pathogens such as 

Aeromonas, Bacillus, Clostridium, and Yersinia in a high proportion of bacterial 

communities. Moreover, 16S rRNA metagenomic analysis has been used to check 

pathogen contamination in drinking water (Shi et al., 2013;Huang et al., 2014;Pinto et al., 

2016;Oh et al., 2018) and vegetables (Leonard et al., 2015;Kim et al., 2018). 16S rRNA 

metagenomic analysis uses PCR for the construction of a DNA library, and the results are 

affected by the amplification step. Problems due to differences in the copy number of the 

16S rRNA gene in a genome of bacteria (Vetrovsky and Baldrian, 2013) and chimeric 

sequences in PCR products (Haas et al., 2011) may arise. No single hypervariable region 

can be used to differentiate between bacteria (Chakravorty et al., 2007), and closely 

related bacteria cannot be differentiated (Weinstock, 2012). 
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The second approach is shotgun metagenomic analysis. By using random primers, 

DNA fragments can be captured from any part of the bacterial genomes (Sharpton, 2014), 

providing narrower sequence coverage than 16S rRNA analysis (Angiuoli et al., 2011). 

Since the bacterial genome contains sequences specific to bacterial species, there is a 

possibility of increasing the specificity of pathogen detection. Several studies have 

applied shotgun metagenomics to the detection of potential pathogens in the environment. 

Lu et al. (2015) compared bacterial populations in water before and after processing in a 

sewage treatment system and found that most pathogenic bacteria were eliminated after 

the treatment. Nordahl Petersen et al. (2015) investigated toilet waste from airplanes 

using metagenomics and detected Salmonella enterica and Clostridium difficile from 

waste after international flights. Shotgun metagenomics have been used to investigate 

pathogenic bacteria in a variety of water samples, such as wastewater treatment (Cai and 

Zhang, 2013;Ibarbalz et al., 2016), drinking water and drink water systems (Gomez-

Alvarez et al., 2012;Chao et al., 2013;Otten et al., 2016), and freshwater (Van Rossum et 

al., 2015;Mohiuddin et al., 2017). In addition, shotgun metagenomics are used for the 

biological evaluation of food safety (Walsh et al., 2017) and the food production chain 

(Yang et al., 2016). These studies show the potential usefulness of metagenomic analysis 

in detecting pathogenic bacteria in samples. However, the bacterial diversities analyzed 

by shotgun metagenomics depend on the method of DNA extraction and/or sequencing 

protocol (Morgan et al., 2010) and may also capture the host’s genetic material 

(Kuczynski et al., 2011). 

 

An additional advantage of shotgun metagenomics for detecting pathogenic 

bacteria is the ability to analyze functional genes, such as antibiotic resistant genes 

(ARGs), in environmental samples. Several studies have applied shotgun metagenomic 

analysis to study ARGs in a variety of samples, such as lake water (Chen et al., 2016), 

wastewater (Szczepanowski et al., 2009;Wang et al., 2013), activated sludge (Yang et al., 

2013;Zhang et al., 2015), sewage (Yang et al., 2014;Su et al., 2017), soil (Monier et al., 

2011;Xiao et al., 2016), drinking water (Shi et al., 2013), animals  (Durso et al., 

2011;Looft et al., 2012), and humans (Diaz-Torres et al., 2006;Hu et al., 2013). 

 

Antibiotic resistance (AR) in bacteria has become a critical problem in animals 

and humans worldwide. The misuse and overuse of antibiotics are the main selective 
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driving force of the emergence and dissemination of antibiotic resistant bacteria  (ARB) 

(Piddock, 1998;Schmieder and Edwards, 2012). Large amounts of antibiotics are used for 

therapy, prophylaxis, and growth promotion in food animal production, and has become a 

condition for the selectiveness, spread, and persistence of ARB (Aarestrup, 2005). 

Bacteria can develop resistance to antibiotics by mutations in their genes and/or 

acquisition of resistant genes from other species or strains (Munita and Arias, 2016). 

These genes are called ARGs. Patients infected with ARB are difficult to treat. Recently, 

human intestinal bacteria have been reported to be a reservoir for ARGs (Salyers et al., 

2004;Sommer et al., 2009). The transmission of bacteria carrying ARGs from animals to 

humans can occur through the food chain (Teale, 2002) or close contact with animals, 

especially people whose occupations are related to animals (Okeke et al., 1999). 

Therefore, it is highly possible that ARB spread from animals/humans to the environment 

and that they are transmitted back to animals/humans from the environment.  

 

Legionella pneumophila is the causative agent of Legionnaire’s disease. This 

pathogenic bacterium is ubiquitous in natural aquatic environments such as ponds, lakes, 

rivers, and estuaries (Fliermans et al., 1981). Moreover, L. pneumophila can also be found 

in man-made water reservoirs, such as cooling towers (Turetgen et al., 2005), spas 

(Benkel et al., 2000), and water distribution systems (Stout et al., 1985). Inhalation of 

water aerosols is the primary cause of transmission to humans, and human-to-human 

transmission is rare (Correia et al., 2016). In animals, L. pneumophila can be found in 

cattle and calves (Fabbi et al., 1998). Moreover, a prevalence of antibodies against L. 

pneumophila have been reported in sheep, horses, antelopes, buffaloes, and rabbits 

(Boldur et al., 1987). 

 

The standard methods of detecting L. pneumophila in water samples are culture-

based and PCR-based. The cultured-based method uses centrifugation, filtration, heat and 

acid treatments, selective media, and antibiotics (Atlas et al., 1995). This method can be 

used to show the population of L. pneumophila in samples, both quantity and serotypes. 

However, the cultured-based method takes many days for L. pneumophila growth. The 

nested PCR and real-time PCR are alternative assays for the detection of L. pneumophila. 

There are many researchers who have designed primers for specific detection of L. 

pneumophila. The 5S rRNA (Mahbubani et al., 1990), 16S rRNA (Cloud et al., 
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2000;Buchbinder et al., 2002), dotA (Yanez et al., 2005), and mip (Mahbubani et al., 

1990;Catalan et al., 1994) are examples of target genes for the detection of L. 

pneumophila. In recent years, several metagenomic studies were conducted to detect 

Legionella spp. and L. pneumophila in water samples (Cai and Zhang, 2013;Delafont et 

al., 2013;Lu et al., 2015;Mohiuddin et al., 2017). Pereira et al. (2017) conducted 16S 

rRNA metagenomic analysis and detected six different Legionella spp. in freshwater 

samples. Peabody et al. (2017) investigated Legionella spp. in water samples from seven 

different places throughout a year and found that L. pneumophila was the most abundant 

at all sampling sites. 

 

This thesis consists of two chapters. In Chapter I, shotgun metagenomic and 16S 

rRNA amplicon analysis were conducted to analyze bacterial communities in water 

samples collected from aquatic environments in Hokkaido University. By focusing on 

Legionella pneumophila, the different database search methods for detecting L. 

pneumophila were compared, and the detection results were evaluated with those of L. 

pneumophila-specific nested PCR. In Chapter II, shotgun metagenomic analysis was 

conducted to investigate the potential pathogens and ARGs in samples collected from 

Phadungkrungkasem Canal and a rice field, located in urban and rural areas of Thailand, 

respectively. The results of the pathogen population and ARGs profiles were analyzed 

and compared between these two areas. 
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Chapter I 
 

Comparison of database search methods for the detection of Legionella pneumophila 

in water samples using metagenomic analysis 

 

Introduction 

In metagenomic studies, reference sequences are important for database 

construction. After constructing a database, an unknown sequence can be aligned against 

the database to classify it to a bacterial taxonomy. Since the National Center for 

Biotechnology Information (NCBI) established the taxonomy database in 1991 

(Federhen, 2011), complete genomes of bacteria are available to download, and can be 

used to construct subset databases. In addition to complete genomes, specific marker 

genes, such as 16S rRNA and virulence factor genes, can also be used to construct 

databases for classifying bacterial taxonomy and detecting pathogenic bacteria, 

respectively. At present, these two kinds of reference sequences are commonly used to 

construct databases for taxonomy classification of bacteria. 

 

Taxonomy classification is a bioinformatics procedure used to infer the population 

structure of microorganisms based on genomic information obtained from samples, and 

several computational methods have been developed so far (Lindgreen et al., 2016). The 

naïve lowest common ancestor (LCA) algorithm implemented in MEGAN assigns 

sequence reads to taxa on taxonomy trees based on blastn search results of reads against 

given databases (Huson et al., 2007). Kraken (Wood and Salzberg, 2014), CLARK (Ounit 

et al., 2015) and One Codex (Minot et al., 2015) use the differences in k-mer distributions 

among taxa to assign reads to nodes in the taxonomy tree. MGmapper uses alignment 

scores from reference mappings of reads to reference sequences in a database (Petersen et 

al., 2017). MetaPhlAn2 uses pre-defined sets of clade-specific marker sequences and 

classifies reads using reference mapping onto marker sequences (Truong et al., 2015). 

RDP (Cole et al., 2005) and SILVA (Quast et al., 2013) are specialized to analyze 16S 

rRNA amplicon reads and determine the taxa of reads according to sequence similarity of 

the 16S rRNA genes.  

 

Despite recent advancements in NGS technologies and classification algorithms, 
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several studies using metagenomic analyses have exposed important issues associated 

with sensitivity and specificity. Loman et al. (2013) reported false negative detections of 

Shiga-Toxigenic Escherichia coli O104:H4 in the diagnosis of diarrheal patients using 

metagenomic analysis. Several groups found that bacterial populations identified by 

shotgun metagenomics and those by 16S rRNA metagenomics were not always consistent 

with one another (Shah et al., 2011;Clooney et al., 2016). These results suggest that 

sensitivity and/or specificity of the two methods are different depending on the bacterial 

species. It is also known that metagenomic analyses generate different results depending 

on the taxonomy classification algorithms (Clooney et al., 2016) and reference databases 

(Miller et al., 2013) used. 

 

Sakushukotoni River, Ohno Pond, and Hyotan Pond are aquatic environments 

located in the campus of Hokkaido University. These areas are related with several 

human activities. Some parts of the areas are attractive places for tourists. Some areas are 

related to agricultural activities, such as experimental fields for plant cultivation and 

animal rearing. In order to investigate the potential risk of L. pneumophila infection, 

which is one of the most common waterborne diseases in Japan, from the water in these 

areas, L. pneumophila was focused on in the present study.  

  

In this chapter, shotgun metagenomic and 16S rRNA amplicon analyses were 

conducted to analyze bacterial communities in water samples collected from aquatic 

environments. Several methods for taxonomy classification of bacteria have been 

proposed, and the best method for detecting the pathogenic species should be used. By 

focusing on L. pneumophila, the ability of database search methods in the detection of L. 

pneumophila was compared. In order to specify the best method for detecting L. 

pneumophila using metagenomics, the detection results of each database search method 

were evaluated with those by L. pneumophila-specific nested PCR.  
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Materials and Methods 

Water samples 

 Ten water samples were collected from the Sapporo campus of Hokkaido 

University on October 16th, 2012. Eight samples were obtained from different points 

along the Sakushukotoni Stream (HKU_A, HKU_B, HKU_C, HKU_E, HKU_F, 

HKU_G, HKU_H, and HKU_I), one sample was collected from Ohno Pond (HKU_D), 

and the other sample was collected from Hyotan Pond (HKU_J) (Figure 1). Two liters of 

water were collected from the water surface using sterilized containers (Pope and Patel, 

2008;Tekera et al., 2011;Silva et al., 2012). The samples were transferred to a laboratory 

at the Research Center for Zoonosis Control (CZC) in Hokkaido University for further 

analysis. The process of this study is summarized in Figure 2. 

 

Bacterial concentration and DNA extraction  

 Bacteria in the water samples were concentrated using a standard membrane 

filtration technique with four different pore sizes; 100 µm, 10 µm, 5 µm, and 0.22 µm 

(Millipore, Tokyo, Japan). The filtrates of 0.22 µm-membrane were used to extract DNA 

using a PowerWater® DNA Isolation Kit (Mo Bio Laboratories, Inc., California, USA). 

DNA concentration was determined using a QubitTM fluorometer (Invitrogen, Tokyo, 

Japan). 

 

Detection of Legionella spp. and L. pneumophila using nested PCR 

 Legionella genus-specific nested PCR was conducted amplifying 16S rRNA genes 

using the outer primers Leg120v and Leg1023r (Buchbinder et al., 2002) and inner 

primers JFP and JRP (Cloud et al., 2000). L. pneumophila-specific nested PCR was 

conducted amplifying macrophage infectivity potentiator surface protein (mip) gene using 

the outer primers Lmip920 and Lmip1548 (Mahbubani et al., 1990) and inner primers 

Lmip976 and Lmip1427 (Catalan et al., 1994). All PCR reactions were performed using 

Tks Gflex DNA Polymerase (TaKaRa Bio Inc., Shiga, Japan). The amplified PCR 

products were analyzed using agarose gel electrophoresis and visualized with a UV 

transilluminator. The amplicons of mip PCR were subjected to Sanger sequencing 

analysis. The obtained sequences were aligned using ClustalW (Larkin et al., 2007), and 

p-distances among sequences were calculated with MEGA6 (Tamura et al., 2013). 
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Figure 1. Locations of sample collection. Water samples were collected from 

Sakushukotoni Stream (HKU_A, HKU_B, HKU_C, HKU_E, HKU_F, HKU_G, HKU_H, 

and HKU_I), Ohno Pond (HKU_D), and Hyotan Pond (HKU_J). (A) A map from 

OpenStreetmap. (B) A satellite image from Google Earth. 
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Figure 2. Flow chart of metagenomic analysis and different database search 

methods for the detection of L. pneumophila. A total of 2 liters of water samples were 

collected from Sakushukotoni Stream, Ohno Pond, and Hyotan Pond. Bacteria in water 

samples were concentrated using a filtration technique, and DNA was directly extracted 

from a 0.22 µm-membrane using a commercial kit. After DNA libraries were prepared, 

GS Junior Titanium system and Illumina MiSeq were used to analyze the nucleotide 

sequences. 16S rRNA amplicons were classified to bacterial genera using the blastn 

search against the NCBI-16SMicrobial-NT. Shotgun reads were classified to bacterial 

genera and species using a blastn search against NCBI-NT, VFDB, mip, and VFLP 

databases, and Kraken, CLARK, and MetaPhlAn2.     
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Illumina sequencing for shotgun metagenomic analysis 

The Illumina MiSeq platform was used for shotgun metagenomic analysis. The 

sequencing libraries were prepared with a Nextera XT DNA Sample Prep Kit (Illumina, 

San Diego, CA, USA). Libraries from each sample were tagged with multiplexing 

barcodes for analysis in one run. The final concentration of the purified libraries was 

normalized to 4 nM and the pooled libraries were sequenced with a MiSeq Reagent Kit 

v3 (Illumina). The resulting sequence data were made available at the DNA Data Bank of 

Japan (DDBJ) with an accession number of DRA006698. The barcoding sequences were 

removed using CLC Genomic Workbench software 8.0 (CLC bio, Tokyo, Japan). The 

resulting clean reads were used as shotgun reads for further analysis. 

 

GS Junior sequencing for 16S rRNA amplicon analysis 

 The GS Junior Titanium System (Roche, Basel, Switzerland) was used for 16S 

rRNA amplicon analysis. The V1 – V3 hypervariable regions of the 16S rRNA gene was 

amplified with primers 27F (5’-AGAGTTTGATCMTGGCTCAG-3’) and 518R (5’-

GTATTACCGCGGCTGCTG-3’). The 27F primer was tagged with ten bases, which 

were used as barcodes for identifying reads from pooled samples in a single run. A total 

of 50 µl PCR mixture was prepared from 10 ng of DNA template, 1X PCR buffer, 2 mM 

MgCl2, 400 µM dNTP, 1 µM of each primer, and 2.5U Taq DNA polymerase (Life 

Technologies, Tokyo, Japan). The PCR condition was comprised of pre-denaturation at 

94°C for 5 min, followed by 30 cycles of 94°C for 30 sec, 55°C for 30 sec, 72°C for 1 

min, and finished with a final extension step at 72°C for 5 min. The amplicon products 

were checked on 2% (w/v) agarose gel using gel electrophoresis. The amplicon products 

were purified using a Wizard® SV Gel and PCR Clean-Up System (Promega, Tokyo, 

Japan) and sequenced using a GS Junior Titanium System. The resulting sequence data 

were made available at the DDBJ with an accession number of DRA006697. Barcoding 

sequences were removed as described above and reads shorter than 250 bp were also 

removed using the CLC Genomic Workbench software. Potential chimera sequences 

were removed using Chimera.Slayer (Haas et al., 2011), and the clean reads were used for 

further analysis. 

 

Taxonomy classification of reads from shotgun metagenomic and 16S rRNA 

amplicon analyses by MEGAN 
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 A blastn search (Altschul et al., 1990) and MEGAN (Huson et al., 2016) were used 

for the taxonomy classification of reads. Briefly, the NCBI-NT and NCBI-16SMicrobial-

NT databases were downloaded from NCBI. Shotgun reads were used to align against the 

NCBI-NT database using a blastn search. The command line for blastn is:  

 

blastn –db NCBI-NT –evalue 1e-04 –max_target_seqs 1 –num_threads 8 –outfmt “6 std 

staxids scomnames stitle salltitles” –query Sample.fasta –out Output.txt,  

 

where Sample.fasta is a file name of shotgun reads and Output.txt is a result file name. 

Then, the blastn results were analyzed using the naïve LCA algorithm in MEGAN with 

parameters of min score = 50.0, max expected = 0.01, top percent = 10.0, min support 

percent = 0.001, and min support = 1. The proportions of a bacterial genus (or species) 

were calculated using the numbers of reads classified to the genus (or species) divided by 

the number of reads classified as bacteria. Numbers of reads mapped to each bacterial 

genus in each sample were subjected to principal component analysis (PCA) using the 

“prcomp” command in R. The number of reads identified as L. pneumophila was 

collected after taxonomy classification. Separately, the reads generated from the 454 GS 

Junior Titanium System were aligned against the NCBI-16SMicrobial-NT database using 

a blastn search. Taxonomy classification and downstream analysis were conducted as 

mentioned above. The proportions of Legionella spp. were calculated by dividing the 

number of reads identified as Legionella spp. by the number of reads identified as 

bacteria. 

 

Detection of L. pneumophila using Kraken and CLARK 

Two k-mer based taxonomy classification algorithms, Kraken (Wood and 

Salzberg, 2014) and CLARK (Ounit et al., 2015), were used to detect L. pneumophila 

from shotgun metagenomic analysis. For the Kraken analysis, the reference sequences 

(RefSeq) of bacteria, archaea, and viruses were downloaded from the Kraken webpage, 

and a standard Kraken database was constructed. Shotgun reads were aligned and 

classified to the bacterial taxonomy using Kraken v1.0 with default parameters. For 

CLARK, only the RefSeq of bacteria were obtained from the CLARK webpage, and they 

were used to construct a bacterial database. Shotgun reads of each sample were aligned 

and classified to the bacterial taxonomy using CLARK v1.2.3.2 with default parameters. 
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After taxonomy classification, the numbers of reads identified as L. pneumophila were 

collected and the proportions of reads identified as L. pneumophila were calculated. 

 

Detection of L. pneumophila using MetaPhlAn2 

In addition to the database search using complete genomes, MetaPhlAn2 (Truong 

et al., 2015) was used to detect L. pneumophila. The database of unique clade-specific 

marker genes from bacteria, archaea, viruses, and eukaryotes were downloaded from the 

MetaPhlAn2 webpage. Each sample of shotgun reads was aligned against the database 

using MetaPhlAn2 with the default parameters. The numbers of reads identified as L. 

pneumophila were collected and the proportions of reads identified as L. pneumophila 

were calculated. 

 

Detection of L. pneumophila using blastn against VFDB database 

 Nucleotide sequences of virulence factor genes were downloaded from the 

Virulence Factor Gene database (Chen et al., 2005). All reference sequences were used to 

construct the VFDB blast database using the “makeblastdb” command from the blast 

package. The command for database construction is: 

 

makeblastdb –in Sequence.fasta –input_type fasta –dbtype nucl –out VFDB, 

 

where Sequence.fasta is a file of nucleotide sequences downloaded from the Virulence 

Factor Gene database and VFDB is the name of the constructed database. Shotgun reads 

were aligned against the database using blastn with the parameters as described above. 

Blastn results with multiple hits from the same query to different regions of the same 

reference sequence were removed, except one. The proportions of L. pneumophila hits 

were calculated by dividing the number of reads classified as L. pneumophila by the 

number of reads classified as bacteria. 

 

Detection of L. pneumophila using blastn against mip database 

A nucleotide sequence of the mip gene from L. pneumophila subsp. philadelphia 

str. Philadelphia 1 (NC_002942.5) was downloaded from NCBI. A mip blast database 

was constructed using the “makeblastdb” command. Shotgun reads from each sample 
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were aligned to this database using a blastn search, and the number of hit reads was 

collected.  

 

Detection of L. pneumophila using blastn against virulence factor genes of L. 

pneumophila (VFLP) database 

Based on the results of a blastn search of shotgun reads against the VFDB blast 

database, L. pneumophila reads were identified from nineteen virulence factor genes (n = 

19). All reads identified as L. pneumophila were extracted from sequence files and 

categorized based on the information of gene names from the sequence id. These reads 

were aligned again against the NCBI-NT database using a blastn search for confirmation 

of L. pneumophila identification. Reads identified as L. pneumophila were included for 

further analysis, whereas reads identified as non-L. pneumophila were excluded. Finally, 

the reads of L. pneumophila origin were identified from nine virulence factor genes. 

 

For each virulence factor gene (n = 9), the protein sequences of L. pneumophila 

subsp. philadelphia str. Philadelphia 1 were downloaded from NCBI. These protein 

sequences are CcmC (YP_094893.1), CcmF (YP_094896.1), DotA (YP_096691.1), 

IcmO (YP_094490.1), KatB (YP_096397.1), LvhB10 (YP_095278.1), PilT 

(YP_096029.1), GTP pyrophosphokinase (YP_095486.1), and superoxide dismutase 

(YP_096960.1). Nucleotide sequences encoding these nine proteins were collected using 

the tblastn search at NCBI (4,267, 4,526, 483, 707, 2,686, 5,506, 5,000, 5,000, 5,000 

sequences were obtained for ccmC, ccmF, dotA, icmO, lvhB10, katB, pilT, relA, and 

sodB, respectively) and VFLP blast databases of each gene were constructed. A blastn 

search of shotgun reads against each of a VFLP database was performed, and the number 

of reads identified as L. pneumophila was obtained using the naïve LCA algorithm in 

MEGAN. 

 

Phylogenetic tree analysis of nucleotide sequences encoding catalase peroxidase 

from L. pneumophila and other bacteria  

Based on the blast results of shotgun reads against each of nine VFLP databases, 

the blastn search of shotgun reads against the database using katB demonstrated the best 

agreement in detecting L. pneumophila out of those using other VFLP databases, 

compared with L. pneumophila-specific nested PCR. It is known that katB encodes 
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catalase-peroxidase. However, this protein can also be encoded by katG from L. 

pneumophila and other bacteria. In order to confirm the differences of nucleotide 

sequences encoding the catalase-peroxidase, nucleotide sequences encoding this protein 

from L. pneumophila and other bacteria were downloaded from NCBI. All sequences 

were aligned using clustalW, and the tree was constructed using Maximum likelihood in 

MEGA6. 

 

Comparison of database search methods for L. pneumophila detection 

 The area under the curve (AUC) of the receiver operating characteristic curve (ROC 

curve) was used to compare the results of different database search methods in the 

detection of L. pneumophila. The results of L. pneumophila-specific nested PCR were 

considered as correct. The true positive rate and false positive rate (1 – specificity) of 

each database search method were calculated. The area under curves were determined 

using the AUC package (Ballings and Van den Poel, 2013) in R. 
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Results 

Detection of Legionella spp. and L. pneumophila using nested PCR 

Legionella spp. was detected in all samples by Legionella genus-specific nested 

PCR (Figure 3A). The amplification of the mip gene by L. pneumophila-specific nested 

PCR was observed in only three samples; HKU_G, HKU_H, and HKU_I (Figure 3B). 

These results suggest that seven samples, i.e. all except HKU_G, HKU_H, and HKU_I, 

contained Legionella spp. not classified as L. pneumophila. The pairwise distances among 

the mip gene sequences from amplified samples and positive control were within a range 

of 0.018 – 0.030, indicating that there was no cross contamination from the positive 

control during the PCR process. Therefore, the samples HKU_G, HKU_H, and HKU_I 

were contaminated with L. pneumophila. 

 

Next generation sequencing 

Next generation sequencing was conducted using Illumina MiSeq and GS Junior 

Titanium System, from which a total of 51,162,136 and 353,913 reads were obtained, 

respectively (Table 1). The average lengths of bacterial reads obtained from 16S rRNA 

amplicon analysis were within a range of 453.3 – 473.4 bp, whereas the average length of 

bacterial reads obtained from MiSeq were within a range of 288.8 – 293.1 bp. 

 

Bacterial communities inferred from 16S rRNA amplicon and shotgun metagenomic 

analyses  

16S rRNA amplicon and shotgun sequence reads were subjected to a blastn search 

against the NCBI-16SMicrobial-NT and NCBI-NT databases, respectively. The 

proportions of bacterial genera inferred using the naïve LCA algorithm of MEGAN are 

shown in Figures 4A and 4B for 16S rRNA amplicon and shotgun reads, respectively. 

More than 75% of reads generated by the GS Junior Titanium System were identified as 

having bacterial origins, whereas 19.9% – 45.0% of the Illumina reads were identified as 

having bacterial origins. A total of 977 bacterial genera were detected from the 16S rRNA 

amplicon analysis, while a total of 897 bacterial genera were found in the shotgun 

metagenomic analysis. The PCA suggested that the bacterial communities in the samples 

were divided into three groups in both the 16S rRNA amplicon and shotgun metagenomic 

analyses (Figures 4C and 4D). 
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Figure 3. Gel electrophoresis of DNA amplification by Legionella genus-specific and 

Legionella pneumophila-specific nested PCRs. (A) Amplification results of Legionella 

genus-specific and (B) L. pneumophila-specific nested PCRs are shown. Lane Marker : 

100 bp DNA marker; lane Positive : L. pneumophila; lanes HKU_A – HKU_C and 

HKU_E – HKU_I : DNA from water samples of Sakushokotoni Stream; lane HKU_D : 

DNA from water samples of Ohno Pond; lane HKU_J : DNA from water samples of 

Hyotan Pond; and lane Negative : distilled water (no DNA). 
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Table 1. Summary of next generation sequencing reads. 
Methods Samples Number 

of raw 

reads 

Number of 

passed-QC 

reads 

Number of reads 

hit with database 

Number of 

reads identified 

as bacteria by 

MEGAN 

Average 

length of 

bacterial 

reads 

16S 

rRNA 

analysis 

HKU_A 46,968 39,245 39,166a 35,404 455.7  

HKU_B 29,684 25,183 25,093a 24,711 453.3 

HKU_C 39,167 32,628 32,534a 32,256 450.5  

HKU_D 35,360 28,564 28,504a 28,409 461.5  

 HKU_E 32,936 25,826 25,735a 25,654 464.9  

 HKU_F 29,649 24,215 24,143a 24,063 465.4  

 HKU_G 43,416 33,846 33,692a 33,636 466.8 

 HKU_H 28,235 21,948 21,852a 21,735 462.8 

 HKU_I 38,581 30,646 30,554a 30,510 468.5 

 HKU_J 29,917 25,313 25,232a 25,065 473.4 

       

Shotgun HKU_A 1,554,614 N/A 318,064b 309,063 288.8 

analysis HKU_B 5,291,304 N/A 1,628,823b 1,600,198  293.1 

 HKU_C 7,078,858 N/A 2,354,608b 2,323,879  289.7 

 HKU_D 5,430,216 N/A 1,891,874b 1,873,938  284.5 

 HKU_E 6,046,758 N/A 2,283,330b 2,264,076  285.4 

 HKU_F 6,350,502 N/A 2,024,966b 2,006,002  284.7 

 HKU_G 4,992,354 N/A 1,769,319b 1,752,738  285.8 

 HKU_H 6,039,572 N/A 1,896,294b 1,872,777  286.3 

 HKU_I 4,581,078 N/A 1,729,619b 1,714,434  285.5 

 HKU_J 3,796,880 N/A 1,719,066b 1,710,319  289.7 
a Number of reads hit with the NCBI-16SMicrobial-NT database 

b Number of reads hit with the NCBI-NT database 

N/A means these reads do not check quality, and all of them were used for an analysis. 
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Figure 4. Bacterial communities at the genus level in water samples determined by 

the naïve LCA algorithm in MEGAN. (A) Bacterial communities based on the results 

of a blastn search of 16S rRNA amplicon reads against nucleotide sequences from the 

NCBI-16SMicrobial-NT database. (B) Bacterial communities based on the results of the 

blastn search of shotgun reads against nucleotide sequences from the NCBI-NT database. 

Color bars represent the top 20 abundant genera in all samples. Reads from other minor 

genera are represented in gray, and the reads with unidentified genera are represented in 

black. The genera ranked in top 20 in both 16S rRNA amplicon and shotgun 

metagenomic analyses are indicated with asterisks. Unclassified reads at genus level were 

presented as unidentified bacterium. The results of principal component analysis of the 

bacterial communities using 16S rRNA reads and shotgun reads are shown in panel (C) 

and (D), respectively. 
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Some genera showed similar proportions of reads between 16S rRNA amplicon 

and shotgun metagenomic analyses, whereas others did not. For example, more than 10% 

of reads were identified as Sphingomonas in both the 16S rRNA amplicon and shotgun 

metagenomic analyses (14.1% and 10.4%, respectively) in group 1 (HKU_A). Shotgun 

metagenomic analysis identified Pseudomonas (6.6% – 7.0%) in group 2, but this genus 

was not found in the top 20 genera in the 16S rRNA amplicon analysis. The highest 

portion of a bacterium in group 3 was Limnohabitans in both the 16S rRNA amplicon and 

shotgun metagenomic analyses (41.0% – 72.4% and 47.3% – 71.1%, respectively). In 

contrast, the 16S rRNA amplicon analysis identified a moderate number of reads from 

Arcicella (1.1% – 30.2%) in group 3, but this abundant genus was not listed in the top 20 

genera of the shotgun metagenomic analysis.  

 

Detection of L. pneumophila using MEGAN, Kraken, CLARK, MetaPhlAn2, VFDB, 

and mip database 

 To investigate the diagnostic ability of different database search methods in the 

detection of L. pneumophila, the results of each method were compared with that of L. 

pneumophila-specific nested PCR (Table 2). Although the nested PCR amplified 

sequences of the mip gene of L. pneumophila in three samples, blastn searches of shotgun 

reads did not detect any reads encoding the mip gene (Table 2, Figure 5F). Similarly, 

MetaPhlAn2 detected no read of L. pneumophila in all samples (Table 2, Figure 5E). In 

contrast, MEGAN with the NCBI-NT database, Kraken and CLARK with the RefSeq 

database detected a moderate number of L. pneumophila sequences in all samples (Table 

2). MEGAN, Kraken, and CLARK identified the highest proportion of L. pneumophila 

reads in HKU_A (Figures 5A, 5B, and 5C) even though HKU_A was negative by L. 

pneumophila-specific nested PCR assay. On the other hand, the use of VFDB detected no 

L. pneumophila read in HKU_A, and a relatively higher proportion of L. pneumophila 

reads in HKU_G, HKU_H, and HKU_I (Figure 5D), which were positive by nested PCR 

(Figure 3B). VFDB hits contained 19 virulence factor genes (Table 3). Blastn searches of 

detected sequences against NCBI-NT indicated that 10 virulence factor genes were 

derived from other bacterial species. Finally, 9 virulence factor genes (ccmC, ccmF, dotA, 

icmO, lvhB10, katB, pilT, relA, and sodB) were identified as L. pneumophila origin (Table 

4). 
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Table 2. Numbers of shotgun reads identified as Legionella pneumophila by 

MEGAN, Kraken, CLARK, MetaPhlAn2, VFDB, and mip database. 
Sample L. pneumophila-

specific  

nested PCR 

Number of shotgun reads identified as Legionella pneumophila 

MEGAN + 

NCBI-NT 

Kraken CLARK VFDB MetaPhlAn2 mip 

HKU_A Negative 130 90 99 0 0 0 

HKU_B Negative 220 136 125 19 0 0 

HKU_C Negative 200 134 117 22 0 0 

HKU_D Negative 135 63 63 27 0 0 

HKU_E Negative 129 45 45 59 0 0 

HKU_F Negative 159 71 83 28 0 0 

HKU_G Positive 100 27 42 28 0 0 

HKU_H Positive 178 75 79 24 0 0 

HKU_I Positive 81 30 40 18 0 0 

HKU_J Negative 104 86 34 3 0 0 
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Figure 5. Percentage of shotgun reads identified as Legionella pneumophila 

sequences using different database search methods. (A) Blastn search against NCBI-

NT and MEGAN, (B) Kraken, (C) CLARK, (D) blastn search against VFDB, (E) 

MetaPhlAn2, (F) blastn search against mip database, and (G) blastn search against katB 

database. The bold labels indicate L. pneumophila positive samples by L. pneumophila 

nested PCR.   
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Table 3. Number of shotgun reads identified as Legionella pneumophila sequences 

categorized by virulence factor genes. 
Gene Sample  

HKU_A HKU_B HKU_C HKU_D HKU_E HKU_F HKU_G HKU_H HKU_I HKU_J 

 (865)* (7,163)* (10,682)* (2,520)* (3,645)* (3,147)* (2,320)* (2,552)* (1,949)* (1,490)* 

ccmC  3 6   1 1    

ccmF   1  1      

dotA  2         

fleQ   2        

htpB  4 1 7 12 10 4 7 4 3 

icm0   1        

katA  1         

katB  1 2 16 36 9 16 15 13  

legK3   1        

letS  2 2 4 8 3 2 1   

lpg0773      1     

lvhB10  1         

motB  1 4  2 3 5    

pgi         1  

pilT  2         

pilZ        1   

relA  1         

sdcB   2        

sodB  1    1     
* Numbers of shotgun reads identified as bacterial reads. 
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Table 4. Number of shotgun reads identified as Legionella pneumophila using the 

blastn search against VFDB database and NCBI-NT database. 
Gene Species Sample 

HKU_A HKU_B HKU_C HKU_D HKU_E HKU_F HKU_G HKU_H HKU_I HKU_J 

ccmC Achromobacter xylosoxidans      1     
Legionella pneumophila  2 3        
Oceanisphaera profunda  1         
Ralstonia pickettii       1    
Sulfuricella denitrificans   2        

ccmF Achromobacter xylosoxidans      1     
Legionella pneumophila  2 3        

dotA Legionella pneumophila  2         
fleQ Candidatus Midichloria 

mitochondrii   2        
htpB Acinetobacter johnsonii   1        

Beta proteobacterium    1    1   
Bdellovibrio bacteriovorus      1     
Bdellovibrio exovorus    2       
Bacillus sp.  1         
Cellvibrio sp.  1    1     
Legionella hackeliae        1   
Methylotenera mobilis  1         
Polynucleobacter duraquae     4 1 1 1 1  
Polynucleobacter necessarius    4 8 7 3 4 3 3 

icmO Legionella pneumophila   1        
katA Dyella japonica  1         
katB Aeromonas salmonicida    4 6 1 5 4 2  

Bacillus lehensis        1   
Dechlorosoma suillum   1      2  
Flavobacterium sp.      1     
Hydrogenophaga sp.     2      
Lacinutrix sp.        1   
Laribacter hongkongensis     2      
Legionella pneumophila   1 2 3 3 4 2 2  
Marinovum algicola    3 2    2  
Pseudomonas syringae     5  1    
Vibrio owensii  1         
Vitreoscilla filiformis    7 16 4 6 7 5  

legK3 No bacterium was identified           
letS Caldilinea aerophila      1     

Cellvibrio sp.  1         
Curvibacter sp.  1  2 2   1   
Geitlerinema sp.   1        
Limnohabitans sp.    1 5 2 2    

 Pseudomonas sp.     1      
 Rhodoferax saidenbachensis    1       
 Vitreoscilla filiformis   1        
lpg0773 No bacterium was identified           
lvhB10 Legionella pneumophila  1         
motB Curvibacter sp.   1  1  1    
 Curvibacter sp.  1 3  1 3 4    
pgi Polynucleobacter necessarius         1  
pilT Legionella pneumophila  2         
pilZ No bacteria was identified           
relA Legionella pneumophila  1         
sdcB Legionella longbeachae   2        
sodB Glaciecola psychrophila  1         

Legionella pneumophila      1     
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Detection of L. pneumophila using VFLP databases 

Table 5 shows the number of shotgun reads identified as virulence factor genes 

associated with L. pneumophila. Among the nine genes, a blastn search of shotgun reads 

against the katB gene showed the best agreement with the results from L. pneumophila-

specific nested PCR. Moreover, the katB genes indicated the difference in nucleotide 

sequences among bacteria and were different from katG (Figure 6). 

 

Diagnostic ability of L. pneumophila using a katB gene 

Figure 5 presents the percentage of L. pneumophila-associated reads identified by 

7 different database search methods. Among the 7 database search methods, the blastn 

search against the katB gene showed the best agreement with the results from L. 

pneumophila-specific nested PCR. The highest percentage of shotgun reads identified as 

L. pneumophila origin was observed in HKU_G (Figure 5G). None of the reads identified 

as L. pneumophila were found in HKU_A, HKU_B, and HKU_J. Separately, the non-

bacterial reads were classified as archaea, fungi, and metazoan reads.  

 

The AUC of database search methods demonstrated that the detection of L. 

pneumophila using the katB gene had the highest AUC at 0.8095 (Figure 7E). Other 

database search methods such as MEGAN with NCBI-NT, Kraken and CLARK with 

RefSeq database had AUC values with a range between 0.2142 and 0.3095; lower than 

that using the katB gene (Figures 7A, 7B, and 7C). The database search method using the 

VFDB database had an AUC value of 0.7619 (Figure 7D). These results indicate that the 

blastn search against the katB gene database had higher diagnostic capability than 

searches against databases containing complete genome sequences of L. pneumophila.  
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Table 5. Numbers of shotgun reads identified as Legionella pneumophila using 

blastn search against nine databases of virulence factor genes. 
Samples Number of reads identified as Legionella pneumophila  / 

 Number of reads identified as bacterial sequences  

ccmCa ccmFa dotAa icmOa lvhB10a katBa pilTa relAa sodBa 

HKU_A 0 / 123 0 / 193 0 / 0 0 / 0 1 / 120 0 / 226 0 / 176  0 / 71 0 / 77 

HKU_B 2 / 172 0 / 317 2 / 4 0 / 18  1 / 113 0 / 733 2/ 1423  1 / 480 0 / 370 

HKU_C 3 / 182 0 / 373 0 / 5  1 / 6  0 / 67 2 / 942 0 / 2440  0 / 742 0 / 529 

HKU_D 0 / 279 0 / 595 0 / 0 0 / 0  0 / 10 2 / 458 0 / 637  0 / 452  0 / 603 

HKU_E 1 / 386 0 / 704 0 / 0 0 / 0  0 / 15 5 / 596 0 / 1019 0 / 507  0 / 603  

HKU_F 0 / 356 0 / 672 0 / 1  0 / 0  0 / 19  2 / 520 0 / 793  0 / 494  1 / 665 

HKU_Gb 0 / 300 0 / 456 0 / 0 0 / 0  0 / 7 4 / 390  0 / 512  0 / 446  0 / 523  

HKU_Hb 0 / 346 0 / 559 0 / 0  0 / 0  0 / 7 2 / 405 0 / 615  0 / 460  0 / 652  

HKU_Ib 0 / 299 0 / 583 0 / 0  0 / 0  0 / 7 1 / 281  0 / 500  0 / 423  0 / 533  

HKU_J 0 / 374 0 / 795  0 / 0  0 / 0  0 / 3  0 / 197 0 / 196  0 / 577  0 / 380  
a Nucleotide lengths of ccmC, ccmF, dotA, icmO, lvhB10, katB, pilT, relA, and sodB are 789 bp, 1,950 bp, 

3,144 bp, 2,349 bp, 1,089 bp, 2,193 bp, 1,032 bp, 2,202 bp, and 588 bp, respectively. 
b These samples were positive for L. pneumophila detection by L. pneumophila-specific nested PCR. 
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Figure 6. Phylogenetic tree of genes coding catalase-peroxidase from Legionella 

pneumophila and other bacteria. The tree was constructed using maximum likelihood 

in MEGA based on the nucleotide sequences of genes. The bootstrap confidence values 

were generated using 1,000 permutations. Different symbols indicate different genes from 

L. pneumophila: circles represent katB sequences and triangle represents katG sequences 

from L. pneumophila. 
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Figure 7. The ROC curves for different database search methods. (A) MEGAN with 

blastn search against NCBI-NT database, (B) Kraken with RefSeq archaea, bacteria, and 

viruses, (C) CLARK with RefSeq archaea and bacteria, (D) blastn search against VFDB 

database, and (E) blastn search against katB database. The red line is the reference line 

indicating the test without diagnostic benefit, i.e., random diagnosis. 
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Discussion 

In this study, metagenomic analyses were conducted to analyze  bacterial 

populations in water samples collected from a stream and ponds in the campus of 

Hokkaido University. By focusing on L. pneumophila, different database search methods 

were evaluated to detect a specific bacterium in water samples by validating the results 

with those of nested PCR assay. A blastn search of shotgun reads against the NCBI-NT 

database showed false positive detection and had a potential problem in specificity. The 

results indicated that a blastn search against the genes of species-specific virulence 

factors had better agreement with the results of L. pneumophila-specific nested PCR.  

 

The population structures inferred by 16S rRNA amplicon analysis and those by 

shotgun metagenomic analysis showed different bacterial communities even at the genus 

level (Figures 4A and 4B). However, PCA using 16S rRNA amplicon and shotgun 

metagenomic analyses clustered the samples in a similar way (Figures 4C and 4D). These 

results indicated that both 16S rRNA amplicon and shotgun metagenomic analyses 

captured the similarity in population structures among samples, but sensitivity and/or 

specificity of the two methods were different depending on bacterial genera.  

 

The nested PCR assay detected L. pneumophila DNA in only three out of ten 

water samples (Figure 3B). In contrast, MEGAN with NCBI-NT database and Kraken 

and CLARK with the RefSeq database detected a moderate number of L. pneumophila 

sequences in the shotgun reads from all samples (Table 2). Furthermore, MEGAN with 

NCBI-NT, Kraken, and CLARK with RefSeq database detected a larger number of L. 

pneumophila sequences in PCR-negative samples such as HKU_B and HKU_C than in 

PCR-positive samples including HKU_G, HKU_H, and HKU_I (Table 2). Since the 

sensitivity of nested PCR assay with the employed primer sets is known to be 10 fg or 10 

CFU per ml (Nintasen et al., 2007), the inconsistency is probably attributed to false 

positive detections due to the low specificity of these database search methods in 

detecting L. pneumophila.  

 

The NCBI-NT and RefSeq databases contain complete genome sequences of L. 

pneumophila.  The sequences of some of the bacterial genomic regions, for example the 

loci encoding housekeeping genes, are conserved among closely related bacterial species. 
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Wrong assignment of the reads from such conserved genomic loci may be a possible 

cause of the false positive detection with MEGAN with NCBI-NT, Kraken and CLARK 

with RefSeq databases. A large fraction of reads assigned to L. pneumophila in HKU_A 

may be attributed to wrong assignment of reads from other abundant species in genus 

Legionella (Figures 5A, 5B, and 5C). 

 

The ROC plot analysis showed that detection using the katB gene had the largest 

area under the curve, indicating that the method was the best among the database search 

methods (Figure 7). The katB gene can be found in several bacterial species, but 

nucleotide sequences of katB are divergent among different bacterial species (Figure 6). 

This would be the reason for the high diagnostic ability of the method using the katB 

gene. The mip gene is a genetic marker for detecting L. pneumophila using PCR-based 

assay (Cianciotto et al., 1989). However, the shotgun reads did not contain a DNA 

fragment of the mip gene (Table 2 and Figure 4F). The nucleotide length of the mip gene 

is 702 bp, while the length of a katB gene is 2,163 bp. The read depth of certain genes in 

shotgun metagenomic sequencing is proportional to the length of the gene. It was 

speculated that the length of the mip gene might affect the absence of the gene in the 

metagenomic sequencing data. Despite dotA (3,144 bp) having more nucleotides than the 

katB gene, the number of reads identified as L. pneumophila using the dotA gene is 

smaller than that using the katB gene (Table 5). It is known that dotA determines the 

serogroup of L. pneumophila (Ko et al., 2003). There is a possibility that the L. 

pneumophila present in our samples belong to different serogroups from L. pneumophila 

subsp. philadelphia str. Philadelphia 1, which is used as the reference sequence for the 

tblastn search to collect nucleotide sequences. 

 

Nested PCR using specific primers to amplify a mip gene detected L. pneumophila 

in only three samples; HKU_G, HKU_H, and HKU_I (Figure 2B). L. pneumophila can be 

found in natural water supplies (Mahbubani et al., 1990), and there is no report of 

outbreaks of L. pneumophila on the university campus. Since the sampling sites of 

HKU_G, HKU_H, and HKU_I are near a primeval forest conserved by the university, the 

pathogen has probably existed naturally and is not associated with the emergence of 

Legionnaires’ disease.  
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Although the detection of L. pneumophila using PCR-based methods is relatively 

rapid and sensitive, it is necessary to know the sequences of the target bacteria in 

advance. Conversely, a shotgun metagenomic approach does not require sequence 

information and thus is potentially useful in the detection of new and/or unexpected 

organisms. High throughput is another advantage of the metagenomic approach in that the 

method can detect multiple organisms in a single run. In fact, several studies have 

demonstrated the usefulness of metagenomic analysis in water science.  Gomez-Alvarez 

et al. (2012) used metagenomics to investigate microbial populations in drinking water 

and found that Legionella-like genes were abundant in free-chlorine-treated drinking 

water. Metagenomic analysis showed the potential risk of Mycobacterium tuberculosis-

like in water samples from wastewater treatment plants (Cai and Zhang, 2013). Several 

studies have detected bacterial genes related to antibiotic resistance in water samples 

(Zhang et al., 2011;Durso et al., 2012;Wang et al., 2013). Pereira et al. (2017) proposed a 

novel approach to increase the sensitivity of Legionella detection in metagenomics. These 

studies are examples of possible directions for future application of metagenomics in 

detecting pathogens in water. 

 

This study has a limitation due to a lack of information for L. pneumophila in 

water samples. The conventional method could be used to enumerate the number of L. 

pneumophila in the water samples. Based on the sensitivity of the L. pneumophila-

specific nested PCR (Nintasen et al., 2007), the number of L. pneumophila were 

estimated to be at least 10 CFU/ml. Another limitation of this study was the number of 

reads generated by MiSeq. HiSeq can produce a larger number of sequence reads with 

deeper coverage. In this sense, the sensitivity of detection of L. pneumophila might be 

increased by HiSeq. At the same time, however, the length of reads from HiSeq are 100 – 

150 bp shorter than those of MiSeq, which produces 300 bp reads. In this sense, the 

specificity of detection might be decreased by HiSeq. The number and the length of 

sequence reads are a tradeoff as well as sensitivity and specificity. These tradeoffs should 

be considered when conducting shotgun metagenomic analysis to detect pathogens in 

water samples. One possible future work is the evaluation of the detection limit of L. 

pneumophila in water samples using metagenomic analysis. Comparison of results among 

culture-based methods, quantitative RT PCR, and metagenomic analysis can be used to 

discuss the detection limit of L. pneumophila in water samples. 
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Summary 

In metagenomic studies, the taxonomy classification of bacteria requires an 

appropriate database search method for bacterial identification at the genus and/or species 

levels. In this Chapter, the ability of different database search methods for detecting L. 

pneumophila using metagenomic analyses was compared with the detection result of L. 

pneumophila-specific nested PCR. The database search methods using complete genomes 

or RefSeq sequences led to false positive results. A blastn search against the catalase-

peroxidase (katB) gene sequences indicates the highest AUC of L. pneumophila detection 

among the tested search methods. This study suggests that sequence searches targeting a 

long gene specifically associated with a bacterial species of interest have better potential 

diagnosis using current NGS technologies.  
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Chapter II 
 

Shotgun metagenomic analysis of pathogenic bacteria and antibiotic resistance genes 

in environmental samples collected from urban and rural areas in Thailand 

 

Introduction 

In Thailand, ARB have been a concern in humans, animals, and food products from 

animals for decades. Several studies have demonstrated evidence of bacteria with 

antibiotic resistance in various kinds of samples. Hoge et al. (1998) examined antibiotic 

resistance in enteric bacteria from indigenous persons and travelers, and found that 97% – 

100% of Shigella dysenteriae resisted ciprofloxacin. Petersen and Dalsgaard (2003) 

reported that 87% and 95% of Enterococcus isolated from fish farms resisted 

erythromycin and oxytetracycline, respectively. Angkititrakul et al. (2005) found that 

antimicrobial resistant Salmonella were widely spread among pork, chicken meat, and 

healthy workers in food plants. Padungtod et al. (2006) indicated that all isolates of 

Campylobacter from animals, healthy farm workers, and children with diarrhea resisted 

fluoroquinolones and tetracycline. Agerso and Petersen (2007) found that tet(39) and 

suIII are common resistance genes for tetracycline and sulphonamide resistances in 

Acinetobacter spp. isolated from fish farms. Mootsikapun et al. (2009) reported the 

increasing trend of AR in Streptococcus pneumoniae from clinical specimens in hospitals 

from 2000 – 2005. Changkaew et al. (2014) documented that the resistance to 

tetracycline, ampicillin, and trimethoprim were obviously found in Escherichia coli 

isolated from shrimp and their environments. Boonyasiri et al. (2014) reported a high 

prevalence of ESBL producing Escherichia coli in stool samples from healthy workers 

and rectal swabs from healthy pigs. Ngamwongsatit et al. (2016) presented high 

resistance rates of antibiotic resistance in Clostridium perfringens isolated from neonatal 

pig diarrhea in swine farms. Lim et al. (2016) studied the mortality rate of patients in 

hospitals from Northeast Thailand. They found that 43% of deaths from hospital-acquired 

infection were caused by infection of multidrug-resistant bacteria. Although several 

studies have reported evidence of pathogenic bacteria related with antibiotic resistance in 

Thailand, their studies focused on the analysis of antibiotic resistance from specific 

bacterial pathogens isolated from clinical, animal, and food samples; whereas information 

of pathogenic bacteria and ARGs in the environment is very rare.  
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In this chapter, environmental samples were collected from Phadungkrungkasem 

Canal and a rice field in Thailand. Phadungkrungkasem Canal is an aquatic reservoir 

located near household areas and various kinds of markets, such as aquatic animal 

markets, plant markets, and fresh markets. This canal receives wastewater from around 

1,200 houses near the canal and markets along the canal via drainpipes. Some water in 

this canal is used for feeding crops. On the other hand, Si Nawa is an area of agriculture; 

most of the land in this area is used for rice growth with a few small households. Thus, 

these aquatic environmental are related to human activities.  

 

 In order to prevent waterborne diseases from these areas, shotgun metagenomic 

analysis was employed to analyze the pathogenic bacteria and ARB. As demonstrated in 

Chapter I, database search methods using complete genome or RefSeq as reference 

sequences had false positives. Thus, in this chapter, the virulence factor genes of bacteria 

were used to construct the database for analyzing potential pathogens in the samples. 

Moreover, ARGs were analyzed using database searches containing resistance genes. The 

results of the pathogen populations and ARG profiles in samples collected from urban 

and rural areas were compared.  
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Materials and Methods 

Locations and sample collection  

A total of fifteen samples were collected from urban and rural areas in Thailand. 

The urban samples were collected from Phadungkrungkasem Canal, Dusit District, 

Bangkok, and the rural samples were collected from a rice field at Si Nawa, Mueang 

Nakhon Nayok, Nakhon Nayok (Figure 8). Ten urban samples were obtained from five 

different points along the Phadungkrungkasem Canal in Bangkok at two different times. 

The samples collected on January 19th, 2015 were named as BKK_X1, while the samples 

collected from the same points on November 23rd, 2015 were named as BKK_X2. The 

denoted “X” represents the locations where the samples were collected. Two liters of 

each sample were collected from the water surface at the junction of the canal with the 

Chao Phraya River (BKK_A1 and BKK_A2), dam (BKK_B1 and BKK_B2), plant and 

fresh markets (BKK_C1 and BKK_C2), and household areas and street food stalls at 

night time (BKK_D1, BKK_D2, BKK_E1, and BKK_E2). The bacterial concentration 

and DNA extraction were performed at the Faculty of Science, Mahidol University, 

Bangkok, Thailand. DNA samples were transported to the CZC for further analysis 

 

A total of five samples were collected at the rice field in the rural area on 

November 18th, 2015. One sample was collected from the water surface in the rice field 

(NYK_A) and the other sample was collected from a marsh (NYK_B) located a 5m-

distance from the rice field (NYK_A). Both of these aquatic reservoirs are stand-alone, 

with no connection to other aquatic environments. For the soil samples, one hundred 

grams each of three samples were collected from the ground surface, located 5 m 

(NYK_C), 10 m (NYK_D), and 15 m (NYK_E) distances from the rice field (NYK_A). 

All samples were transferred to the Department of Immunology, Faculty of Medicine 

Siriraj Hospital, Mahidol University, Bangkok, Thailand for bacterial concentration and 

DNA extraction. DNA samples were then sequenced at the CZC.  

 

Bacterial concentration and DNA extraction 

Bacteria in the water samples were concentrated using standard filtration, and 

DNA was extracted using the PowerWater® DNA Isolation Kit as described in Chapter I. 

For the soil samples, a total of 0.25 g of the sample was directly used to extract DNA 

using a PowerSoil® DNA Isolation Kit (Mo Bio Laboratories, Inc., California, USA). The  
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Figure 8. Locations of sample collection from Phadungkrungkasem Canal and a rice 

field. (A) A map of sample locations for the Phadungkrungkasem Canal, Dusit District, 

Bangkok from Google Map. (B) Satellite image of Phadungkrungkasem Canal from 

Google Earth. (C) A map of sample locations for the rice field at Si Nawa, Nakhon 

Nayok from Google Map. (D) Satellite map of the rice field at Si Nawa, Nakhon Nayok 

from Google Earth. 
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DNA concentration was determined using a QubitTM fluorometer. 

 

Illumina sequencing for metagenomic analysis 

The Illumina MiSeq Platform was used for shotgun metagenomic analysis in this 

study. The methods for DNA library construction and sequencing were indicated in 

Chapter I. The sequence data of BKK and NYK samples were deposited in the DDBJ 

with an accession number of DRA006774 and DRA006775, respectively. The barcoding 

sequences were removed using CLC Genomic Workbench software 8.0 (CLC bio, Tokyo, 

Japan). The resulting clean reads were used for the downstream analysis. 

 

Taxonomy classification of bacteria 

A blastn search and MEGAN were used for the taxonomic classification of 

bacteria. For each sample, reads were aligned against the NT-NCBI database using blastn 

with an e-value of 1e-04. The blast results were then analyzed using the naïve LCA 

algorithm in MEGAN with parameters of min score = 50, max expect = 0.001, top 

percent = 10, min support percent = 0.001, and min support = 1. The proportions of 

bacterial species were calculated using the number of reads identified as bacterial species 

divided by the number of bacterial reads.   

 

Detection of pathogens using blastn against VFDB database 

In order to identify shotgun reads for pathogen origin, a blastn search against the 

VFDB blast database was conducted as described in Chapter I. After reads were 

identified as pathogens, the abundance of pathogens was calculated using the number of 

reads classified as pathogenic species divided by the total number of reads. The number 

of reads identified as pathogenic species in each sample was subjected to PCA using the 

“prcomp” command in R. In addition, the similarity of detected pathogenic species (beta 

diversity) in pair-compared samples was determined using the Sørensen–Dice coefficient. 

 

Detection of ARGs using blastn against ARG database 

Non-mutated nucleotide sequences of ARGs were downloaded from the 

Comprehensive Antibiotic Resistance Database (Jia et al., 2017). Each ARG sequence 

contained information on the ontology number (ARO), antibiotic class, and gene name in 

its sequence id. Redundant sequences were removed using a custom Python script, and 
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then the ARG blast database was constructed. Reads were aligned against the ARG 

database using a blastn search. Positive identification of ARGs was obtained from read 

hits with ≥ 90% identity over at least 150 bp sections, with a cut off e-value < 1e-05 
(McCall and Xagoraraki, 2018). The positive ARG reads were grouped to antibiotic 

classes and genes. The proportions of antibiotic classes and ARGs in a sample were 

calculated using the number of reads classified as antibiotic class or ARG divided by the 

total number of reads. The number of reads identified as antibiotic class and ARGs in 

each sample were subjected to PCA using the “prcomp” command in R. 
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Results 

NGS reads and read origin 

The summary of reads and number of identified reads as bacteria, pathogens, and 

ARGs are shown in Table 6. An Illumina MiSeq sequencer produced a total of 

51,493,800 reads from all samples. Of these reads, approximately 7.3% – 20.3% and 

0.03% – 0.14% were identified as having bacterial origins and pathogenic bacteria 

origins, respectively. A few reads (>0.001% – 0.02%) were identified as having ARG 

origins. No ARG reads were found in one sample, NYK_B, which was a water sample 

collected in the rural area.  

 

Bacterial communities in samples 

The bacterial communities in each sample were analyzed using a blastn search 

against the NT-NCBI database and the naïve LCA algorithm in MEGAN. The bacterial 

proportions in each sample are shown in Figure 9. A total of 3,256 bacterial species were 

detected from all samples. Approximately 11% – 45% of bacterial-origin samples were 

assigned as high proportion and ranged in the top 30 species, while 55% – 81% of those 

were assigned to a minor population and grouped as other bacteria. The remaining 

proportions were identified as uncultured bacteria and unidentified bacteria at species 

level.  

 

The populations of bacterial species were different between samples collected 

from BKK (Phadungkrungkasem Canal, urban area) and NYK (rice field at Si Nawa, 

Nakhon Nayok, rural area). For instance, Limnohabitans sp. was found in high 

proportions in BKK samples (2.8% – 8.2%) but was low in NYK samples (0.02% – 

1.8%). Similarly, the proportions of Dechloromonas aromatic and Arcobacter sp. in BKK 

samples (1.6% – 2.4% and 0.05% – 0.8%, respectively) were higher than those in NYK 

samples (0.04% – 0.1% and 0% – 0.01%, respectively). Although, Aeromonas hydrophila 

was found in both BKK and NYK samples, the proportions of this species in BKK 

samples (0.1% – 2.0%) were higher than those in NYK samples (0.05% – 0.09%). 

Conversely, the highest proportion of Ralstonia solanacearum was found in one sample, 

NYK_B (13.3%), while proportions of this bacterium were low in the BKK samples 

(0.3% – 1.9%). The proportions of Candidatus Koribacter versatilis and Candidatus 

Solibacter usitatus in the NYK samples (0.01% – 2.6% and 0.03% – 2.5%, respectively)  
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Table 6. Summary of NGS reads and number reads identified as bacteria, 

pathogens, and ARG origin 
Location Samples Total 

reads 
 Number of classified reads (Percentage in total reads) 

 Bacteriaa Pathogensb Antibiotics and 
ARGsc 

Phadungkrungkasem  
Canal (urban area) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

BKK_A1 3,345,700 397,749 (11.9%) 2,144 (0.06%) 240 (0.007%) 
BKK_B1 3,448,830 380,037 (11.0%) 2,195 (0.06%) 146 (0.004%) 
BKK_C1 3,054,372 619,714 (20.3%) 4,350 (0.14%) 719 (0.024%) 
BKK_D1 3,053,704 510,349 (16.7%%) 2,628 (0.09%) 323 (0.011%) 
BKK_E1 3,366,900 562,355 (16.7%) 3,056 (0.09%) 507 (0.015%) 
BKK_A2 861,078 62,550 (7.3%) 235 (0.03%) 26 (0.003%) 
BKK_B2 3,338,072 360,304 (10.8%) 1,577 (0.05%) 62 (0.002%) 
BKK_C2 3,581,078 463,771 (13.0%) 3,258 (0.09%) 393 (0.011%) 
BKK_D2 3,569,074 351,945 (9.9%) 1,397 (0.04%) 216 (0.006%) 
BKK_E2 3,781,236 536,737 (14.2%) 2,123 (0.06%) 249 (0.007%) 
     

Rice fields  
(rural area) 

NYK_A 3,622,552 267,921 (7.4%) 1,357 (0.04%) 6 (< 0.001%) 
NYK_B 3,683,094 53,304 (1.5%) 172 (>0.04%) 0 (0%) 

 NYK_C 4,003,642 236,955 (5.9%) 1,573 (0.04%) 1 (< 0.001%) 
 NYK_D 4,977,156 299,374 (6.0%) 2,118 (0.04%) 1 (< 0.001%) 
 NYK_E 3,807,312 197,232 (5.2%) 1,359 (0.04%) 4 (< 0.001%) 
a These reads were classified as bacteria using a blastn search against the NT-NCBI and MEGAN. 
b These reads were classified as potential pathogens using a blastn search against the VFDB blast database. 
c These reads were classified as ARGs using a blastn search against the ARG blast database. 
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Figure 9. Bacterial communities in samples collected from Phadungkrungkasem 

Canal (urban area) and a rice field (rural area). The urban samples collected from 

Phadungkrungkasem Canal were named BKK, while rural samples collected from a rice 

field were named NYK. The colored bars represent abundant species in all samples. 

Reads from minor species are categorized as other bacteria and represented in light gray. 

Reads hit to sequences of uncultured bacterium from NCBI-NT database are presented in 

dark gray. The reads unclassified to bacterial species level are represented in black.  
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were also higher than those in the BKK samples (<0.01% – 0.01% and 0.01% – 0.03%, 

respectively).  

 

Abundance of pathogenic bacteria in samples 

The read abundance of pathogenic bacteria identified using a blastn search against 

the VFDB database is shown in Figure 10. A total of 140 pathogenic species were 

detected from all samples. Of these, 25 pathogenic species including Aeromonas 

hydrophila, Bordetella bronchiseptica, B. pertussis, Burkholderia cenocepacia, B. 

pseudomallei, B. thailandensis, Mycobacterium sp., M. abscessus, M. avium, M. canettii, 

M. gilvum, M. intracellulare, M. liflandii, M. marinum, M. smegmatis, M. tuberculosis, 

M. vanbaalenii, M. yongonense, Pseudomonas aeruginosa, P. entomophila, P. 

fluorescens, P. mendocina, P. putida, P. syringae, and Ralstonia solanacearum were 

detected in each sample with a read abundance higher than -4.00 on a log10 scale. Most 

species (72% of detected species; 102 species) indicated their read abundance lower than 

-4.00 on a log10 scale in any samples. 

 

Although 25 pathogenic species with high abundance were detected in all 

samples, some species, for instance A. hydrophila, B. bronchiseptica, B. pertussis, M. 

gilvum, and P. aeruginosa, presented higher abundance in the BKK samples than in the 

NYK samples. On the other hand, some species demonstrated very similar abundance in 

all samples. These included B. cenocepaci B. pseudomallei, and B. thailandensis. From 

these results, it can be assumed that these 25 species from 6 genera were common 

pathogens in the samples collected from urban and rural areas. 

 

In addition, some pathogenic species, for instance Escherichia coli, Legionella 

pneumophila, and Mycoplasma penetrans, presented high abundance in only some 

samples. These species indicated high abundance only in the BKK samples but not in the 

NYK samples. In addition, most of the pathogens detected in the BKK samples showed 

higher abundance than in the NYK samples. 
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Figure 10. Potential pathogens in samples from Phadungkrungkasem Canal and a 

rice field detected by a blastn search against the VFDB database. BKK and NYK 

samples were collected from Phadungkrungkasem Canal (urban area) and a rice field 

(rural area). The proportion of potential pathogens was calculated using the number of 

reads identified as potential bacteria divided by the total number of reads generated by 

NGS. Color squares represent the abundance of reads identified as pathogenic bacteria 

ranging from -1.00 to -5.00 on a log10 scale. White squares represent no read detected for 

each pathogen. 
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Four species in genera Burkholderia were detected from the samples collected 

from both areas (Figure 10). Of these four species, B. cenocepacia, B. pseudomalli, and 

B. thailandensis were detected in all samples with read abundance higher than -4.00 on a 

log10 scale. On the other hand, B. mallei was detected in six samples: BKK_A1, 

BKK_E1, BKK_B2, BKK_C2, BKK_E2, and NYK_B with low read abundance. 

 

Figure 11A represents the pathogen populations in samples analyzed by PCA. It 

clearly indicates that the pathogen populations in samples BKK_C1 and BKK_C2 are 

different from those in the other samples. The pathogen populations in four samples 

collected in January (BKK_A1, BKK_B1, BKK_D1, and BKK_E1) presented the 

difference in pathogen population among these samples, whereas pathogen populations in 

samples collected in November (BKK_A2, BKK_B2, BKK_D2, and BKK_E2) shared 

similar populations. Moreover, the pathogen populations in the BKK samples collected 

from January were different from those collected in November, except BKK_A1. On the 

other hand, the pathogen populations collected from the rural area showed only a small 

difference in samples NYK_A, NYK_C, NYK_D, and NYK_E. Only the pathogen 

population in NYK_B indicated a different population among the NYK samples. 

Although the pathogen population showed difference in some samples, each sample 

shared a similarity of detected pathogens within 58% – 86%, analyzed by the Sørensen–

Dice coefficient (Figure 11B). The highest similarity of detected pathogenic species, at 

86%, was found from the comparison of samples BKK_C1 and BKK_C2. In the rural 

area, the similarity of detected species in samples NYK_A, NYK_C, NYK_D, and 

NYK_E was within a range of 70% – 82%. 

 

Abundance of ARGs classified as antibiotic classes and gene level  

The read abundance of ARGs in each sample analyzed by the blastn search 

against the ARG database is shown in Figure 12. A total of 2,893 reads were identified as 

ARG origin from all samples, and those genes could be categorized into 16 antibiotic 

classes (Figure 12A). Of these 16 antibiotic classes, aminoglycoside, beta-lactam, and 

multidrug resistance (MDR) indicted high abundance of more than -4.00 on a log10 scale 

in the BKK samples, but were very low or disappeared in the NYK samples (less than -

4.00 on a log10 scale). In the BKK samples, each sample contained at least 7 classes of  
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Figure 11. Comparison analysis of pathogen populations in each sample collected 

from Phadungkrungkasem Canal and a rice field. BKK and NYK samples were 

collected from Phadungkrungkasem Canal (urban area) and a rice field (rural area). (A) 

Population of pathogens analyzed by principle component analysis. (B) Beta diversity of 

pathogens in samples analyzed by the Sørensen–Dice coefficient.  
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Figure 12. The abundance of ARGs classified by drug class in samples collected 

from Phadungkrungkasem Canal and a rice field. BKK and NYK samples were 

collected from Phadungkrungkasem Canal (urban area) and a rice field (rural area). The 

ARGs were identified using a blastn search against a CARD database. (A) Abundance of 

ARGs classified by antibiotic class. (B) PCA of ARGs classified by drug class. BKK 

samples were collected from an urban area, while NYK samples were collected from a 

rural area. 
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antibiotic resistance, and MDR was in the highest abundance of antibiotic classes in each 

sample.  Moreover, ARGs showing resistance to nucleoside, peptide, and tricosan were 

found in the samples, BKK_C2, BKK_E2, and BKK_C1, respectively. For the NYK 

samples, only 12 ARG reads were detected, and those reads were categorized as beta-

lactam, elfamycin, and MDR (Table 1). PCA indicated that the antibiotic classes in the 

samples BKK_C1 and BKK_E1 were different from the rest of the samples and that all 

the samples from NYK were clustered together (Figure 12B).  

 

At the gene level, a total of 212 ARGs were grouped from 2,893 reads of ARG 

origin (Figure 13). It was clearly shown that the ARG abundance in the BKK samples 

were higher than those in the NYK samples. In the BKK samples, only four genes were 

represented in abundance higher than -3.00 on a log10 scale in any samples. Those genes 

were QnrS2 (0.00006% – 0.0016% of total reads), sul1 (0.00032% – 0.00184% of total 

reads), sul2 (0.00034% – 0.00124% of total reads), and cmlA (0.00014% – 0.00134% of 

total reads), which referred to the resistance to fluoroquinolone, MDR, MDR, and 

phenicol, respectively. In the NYK samples, a total of four ARGs were detected. They 

were TEM-171, TEM-4, MuxB, and rpoB2, which correspond to the resistance to beta-

lactam, beta-lactam, MDR, and MDR, respectively.  
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Figure 13. The abundance of ARGs classified by gene levels in samples collected 

from Phadungkrungkasem Canal and a rice field. BKK and NYK samples were 

collected from Phadungkrungkasem Canal (urban area) and a rice field (rural area). The 

ARGs were identified using a blastn search against the ARG database. The ARGs were 

grouped by the same gene and represented by colored squares. White squares represent 

no read of ARGs is detected.  
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Figure 13. (continued) The abundance of ARGs classified by gene levels in samples 

collected from Phadungkrungkasem Canal and a rice field. BKK and NYK samples 

were collected from Phadungkrungkasem Canal (urban area) and a rice field (rural area). 

The ARGs were identified using a blastn search against the ARG database. The ARGs 

were grouped by the same gene and represented by colored squares. White squares 

represent no read of ARGs is detected.  
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Discussion 

In this study, a metagenomic analysis was conducted to comprehensively 

investigate pathogenic bacteria and ARGs in samples collected from Phadungkrungkasem 

Canal (BKK sample) and a rice field (NYK sample), located in urban and rural areas in 

Thailand, respectively. Twenty-five pathogenic species from genera Aeromonas, 

Bordetella, Burkholderia, Mycobacterium, Pseudomonas, and Ralstonia were detected in 

all samples with high abundance. Some pathogenic species such as E. coli, L. 

pneumophila, and M. penetrans indicated high abundance in all samples collected from 

the urban area. Moreover, a total of 212 ARGs related to the resistance to 16 antibiotic 

classes were detected from all samples. However, the abundance of ARGs in the BKK 

samples was higher than those in the NYK samples. From these results, it suggests that 

the samples collected from the urban area contained more divergent pathogens and ARGs 

than those in the rural area. 

 

The bacterial communities analyzed by blastn against the NCBI-NT database and 

naïve LCA in MEGAN demonstrated the difference in bacterial proportions in the BKK 

and NYK samples (Figure 9). The patterns of bacterial species in the top 30 species were 

the same in all samples. However, some species indicated high proportions in all samples. 

A. hydrophila indicated a high percentage of 5.3% in one sample BKK_C1, while the 

proportion of this species in other BKK samples was within a range of 0.4% – 2.0%. 

Similarly, Ralstonia solanacearum showed the highest abundance of 13.3% in sample 

NYK_B, but had a low percentage (0.5% – 2.4%) in other samples from the rural area. 

These results may suggest that a high proportion of some bacterial species may be related 

to the area of sample collection.  

 

 Shotgun metagenomic analysis detected B. mallei in six samples: BKK_A1, 

BKK_E1, BKK_B2, BKK_C2, BKK_E2, and NYK_B (Figure 10). Generally, B. mallei 

is an etiological agent of glanders which is an infectious disease of equines (Galyov et al., 

2010). Horses are the primary host of this bacterium and responsible for transmission to 

healthy animals and humans (Whitlock et al., 2007). Interestingly, there is no report for 

the detection of B. mallei in Thailand. However, in this study, genetic material of B. 

mallei was detected in six samples by shotgun metagenomic analysis. This indicates an 

advantage of metagenomics in detecting unexpected pathogens in environmental samples. 
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PCA indicated that the pathogen populations in samples BKK_C1 and BKK_C2 

were different from other samples (Figure 11A). In fact, these two samples were collected 

at the same point at different times. The numbers of detected pathogens in these samples 

were 98 and 103 species for BKK_C1 and BKK_C2, respectively, which are higher than 

those in other samples (53 – 96 species) collected from the urban area. This result 

indicates that this location affected the number of pathogenic species. In addition, sample 

BKK_C1 presented similar results of PCA as analyzed by pathogens (Figure 11A) and 

ARGs (Figure 12B). Generally, ARGs are related to the bacteria in the sample because 

ARGs are genetic material presented on mobile genetic elements, e.g. plasmids, 

transposons, and integrons in bacteria. With this result it can be assumed that the sample 

BKK_C1 may serve as an important reservoir for the circulation of antibiotic resistant 

bacteria in this canal. Interestingly, the location of BKK_C1 is near fresh and plant 

markets. There is high potential that some pathogens or ARB may travel from these 

places to the canal through the water drains. Thus, an investigation of the pathogen 

population inside the markets should be analyzed to verify the original source of 

pathogens or ARB. However, this analysis could not be performed due to economic 

reasons. In an alternative investigation, a time series collection of water can be performed 

to monitor pathogens and ARB for the prevention of infectious disease in this area.  

 

The PCA demonstrated that the ARG compositions were different between the 

BKK and NYK samples collected from urban and rural areas (Figure 12B). When 

considering the locations of sampling, the NYK samples were collected from the water 

surface of a rice field (NYK_A) and a marsh (NYK_B). These were stand-alone aquatic 

reservoirs which have no connection to other aquatic reservoirs or drainpipes from 

residents. In contrast, BKK samples were collected from water in a canal that receives 

wastewater from drainpipes along the canal. Thus, it has a high possibility for bacteria 

carrying ARGs travelling from these locations to the water in the canal through 

drainpipes, especially at the locations BKK_C, BKK_D, and BKK_E, which showed high 

abundance of sul1, sul2 and cmlA (Figure 13). The results indicate that the connection of 

aquatic reservoirs with wastewater drainpipes plays an important role for the high 

abundance of ARGs in urban areas. 
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 A few reads were identified as ARGs in NYK_A though no read was identified as 

ARGs in NYK_B (Table 6); these results indicate that these samples contain a low 

abundance of ARGs, which is different from the water samples collected from urban 

areas. One possible reason for the low abundance of ARGs in samples NYK_A and 

NYK_B is that the area nearby these locations is affected by the ARG populations. To 

clarify the question, three soil samples (NYK_C, NYK_D, and NYK_E) were collected, 

and ARGs were analyzed using a shotgun metagenomic approach. However, the PCA 

results indicated that the composition of ARGs in all NYK samples collected from water 

and soil were similar (Figure 12B). These results suggest that there is no difference in the 

populations of bacteria carrying ARGs in water and soil in this area. 

 

Metagenomic analysis is a powerful technique and helpful for comprehensive 

analysis of ARGs in a community. Although metagenomic analysis can analyze the 

overall number of ARGs in an environmental sample, this approach cannot specifically 

clarify which bacterial species is an original source of ARGs. Basically, metagenomic 

analysis directly analyzes all genomic DNA extracted from a given sample. Thus, it 

provides information from the overall DNA in a community (Thomas et al., 2012). 

Researchers should keep in mind that this is a classical limitation of metagenomic 

analysis. 
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Summary 

The biggest obstacle to understanding the circulation of pathogenic bacteria and 

ARGs is a lack of comprehensive information of all the pathogens and ARGs in the 

environment. In this study, shotgun metagenomic analysis was conducted for a 

comprehensive analysis of pathogens and ARGs in environmental samples collected from 

Phadungkrungkasem Canal and a rice field. The results revealed that 25 species with high 

abundance were common pathogens in samples. Some species, such as E. coli, L. 

pneumophila, and M. penetrans, were found in high abundance in samples collected from 

urban areas; indicating that these species were associated with the location of sample 

collections. In addition, high numbers of ARGs were found in the samples collected from 

Phadungkrungkasem Canal. These results indicated that Phadungkrungkasem Canal was 

more likely to be contaminated with pathogenic and antibiotic resistant bacteria than the 

rice field. 
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Conclusion 
 

Metagenomic analysis has become a powerful tool for analyzing genetic materials 

in environmental samples. By this analysis, genomic fragments of thousands of bacteria 

in a sample are analyzed using NGS technologies. This tool is helpful to comprehensively 

investigate the bacterial communities and functional genes in a given sample. 

 

In Chapter I, different database search methods were compared to detect L. 

pneumophila. The results showed that the current search method using complete genome 

or RefSeq as reference sequences led to false positives. The search method using the mip 

gene, which is a species-specific marker gene for L. pneumophila, showed false 

negatives. The use of a species-specific long gene, e.g. katB, provided the best agreement 

of detection with the results of L. pneumophila-specific nested PCR. This result suggests 

that a database search method using a long gene specifically associated with a bacterial 

species has better potential diagnosis than using the current search methods. 

 

In Chapter II, shotgun metagenomic analysis was conducted to comprehensively 

analyze the pathogens and ARGs in samples collected from urban and rural areas in 

Thailand. By using the database search method with virulence factor genes for analyzing 

pathogens, 25 pathogenic species with high abundance were detected in samples collected 

from both areas; indicating these species were common pathogens in these samples. In 

addition, some species, such as E. coli, L. pneumophila, and M. penetrans, were detected 

in high abundance in samples collected from some urban locations; indicating that these 

species may be shared from other nearby locations. Moreover, a high abundance of ARGs 

were also detected in samples collected from Phadungkrungkasem Canal, while a few 

reads were detected from samples collected from a rice field. Our results revealed that the 

Phadungkrungkasem Canal might serve as a reservoir for the circulation of pathogens and 

antibiotic resistant bacteria in the environment. 

 

Through the metagenomic analysis of environmental samples, the ability of 

current database search methods using the complete genome as reference sequences has a 

problem in the detection of specific-species, whereas a long gene for a specific marker 

gene showed better diagnostic detection. In order to analyze pathogens in a given sample 
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from the environment, virulence factor genes can be used as the database search method. 

From the results, this idea for a database search method will be helpful for the analysis of 

pathogens in environmental samples using a metagenomic approach. 
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Abstract 
 

 Waterborne diseases caused by pathogenic bacteria are a concern for public 

health worldwide. The lack of information of overall pathogens in aquatic environments 

makes it difficult to establish a strategy for the prevention of pathogen infections from 

water. Recently, metagenomic analysis combined with the ability of next generation 

sequencing technology can be used for the direct detection of pathogenic bacteria in water 

samples. One important process in metagenomic studies is the taxonomy classification of 

bacteria. Several database search methods have been used for taxonomy classification of 

bacteria using bioinformatics algorithms, such as blastn searches. In this thesis, the 

different database search methods for taxonomy classification of bacteria were compared 

for their diagnostic ability in detecting pathogens. By focusing on a specific bacterium 

species, L. pneumophila, the detection results of each search method were compared with 

the results from L. pneumophila-specific nested PCR. The results demonstrate that 

database search methods using complete genomes as reference sequences showed 

numerous false positives and had a potential problem with specificity. On the other hand, 

database search methods using long specific marker genes as reference sequences 

provided the best agreement of detection with L. pneumophila-specific PCR. 

Subsequently, database search methods using specific marker genes were selected to 

analyze pathogenic bacteria in environmental samples collected from urban and rural 

areas in Thailand. The results indicated that pathogenic species from the genera 

Aeromonas, Bordetella, Burkholderia, Mycobacterium, Pseudomonas, and Ralstonia 

were common in these samples; they were detected in all samples with high abundance. 

In addition, the profiles of antibiotic resistance genes (ARGs) in each sample group were 

analyzed using a blastn search against the ARG database which contains reference 

sequences of ARGs. The results showed that the abundance of reads identified as ARGs 

in samples collected from urban areas were higher than those in samples collected from 

rural areas; indicating that urban environments may serve as reservoirs for the circulation 

of antibiotic resistant bacteria in the environment. In conclusion, metagenomic analysis 

could be a useful tool to establish a strategy for the prevention of waterborne diseases.  
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